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Introduction
The book De Vergelding (2013) (the reckoning) by Dutch author Jan Brokken deals with
the massacre that was perpetrated in 1944
by German soldiers in the Dutch village of
Rhoon and the impact the war has had on
the local community. The German newspaper Die Welt wrote that Brokken, in his internationally acclaimed book, cleared nothing
up, but “managed something more important: showing us the war from the inside
out and describing the consequences of the
destruction that continues until well beyond
the end of the war (...). The thought that
with his work he could discover the ‘truth’, is
parted with by Brokken at the very beginning
of the book (...) when he tells us that the war
is over only when people have told everything. Meaning: never.”
In 1995, thousands of Muslims were taken
from an enclave in the town of Srebrenica in
former Yugoslavia, under the eyes of Dutch
soldiers of the UN peacekeeping mission
installed to offer protection. An astounding number, more than 8,000 boys and men,
were later murdered.
This year, this tragic event is commemorated
extensively. Partly because so much has not
been cleared up, there is sadness, resentment,
frustration and anxiety among survivors and
relatives, those involved and those responsible. Here too is a trauma that will never pass.

A Crushed Image (20 years after Srebrenica)
22 March - 12 April 2015
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Work on cover: Peter Koole, United in loss, 2010-2011 (left side of diptych)
Photo: Peter Hilz | letter design: Autobahn
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As Jason File argues in his text Justice,
Uncompressed, the legal process that leads to
truth and justice is at odds with the artistic ambitions of an artist. What can art do
other than remembering an event? Or be the
realisation of a monument? What can art, in
other words, do? And where should art stand
aside? This brochure reflects on the points of
view of the artists in the exhibition.

Stroom Den Haag presents the exhibition
A Crushed Image (20 years after Srebrenica)
as part of its longer running program See You
in The Hague. This exhibition brings together
the painting series The Balkan Paintings by
Rotterdam artist Peter Koole with mostly
new work by Jason File, artist and prosecutor
at the International Criminal Tribunal for the
former Yugoslavia in The Hague. Both try to
fathom ‘Srebrenica’.
Peter Koole commits as it were, psychoanalysis on Dutch society. How have we
dealt with the trauma of Srebrenica? Our
media, our politicians? What role does our
national character play in this? Our religion,
our language? His series culminates in the
poignant diptych United in loss dealing with
collective experience of loss. Central to the
diptych is July 11, 2010, the day the Dutch
football team lost the World Cup final with
1-0 from Spain and 775 identified victims of
the massacre at Srebrenica were reburied.
Jason File withdraws evidence from its functional, legal status by placing it in a different
context where artistic and aesthetic considerations, and not the truth, come first, and
hence showing us possible meanings of this
material. The material thus becomes more
obscure, humane and meaningful and enriches our dealings with this historical event.
And, by doing this, he brings the Yugoslavia Tribunal, which for many of us remains
nothing but an abstraction, closer.
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Peter is a realist

precise. Koole meticulously copies photos; entire
newspaper pages; blocks of text. His subjects include
DUTCHBAT, Dolmatov (the asylum seeker whose
mental anguish led him to suicide after being left in
the care of the Dutch Immigration and Naturalisation
Service), Anna Politkovskaya (the dissident Russian
journalist murdered in 2006), Novaya Gazeta and the
streams of refugees moving in the direction of Europe.

by Olphaert den Otter
Social engagement leads to figurative representation. There’s no point in getting worked up about a
heartrending situation if you make images that are
purely self-referential. Combining abstract images
and involvement doesn’t tend to work out.
Naturalism as a vehicle for involved visual art, on the
other hand, has a long pedigree. Géricault visited the
morgue to ‘draw from life’, sketching the corpses for
his painting The Raft of the Medusa: a strong indictment of grave social inequities. Goya visited prisons
and madhouses, and the scenes that he came across
there made their way into The Disasters of War. All
true to life.
A lot of engaged art made today is ‘hyperrealist’.
Artists like Jonas Staal and Jeanne van Heeswijk have
adopted procedures that are so near to the world
around us that the situations they create are indistinguishable from everyday reality. Seeing what appears
to be a political demonstration or some community
activity, we need to be informed that it is, in fact, art.

In the case of hyperrealist work, it’s only logical for
you to recognise what it is ‘showing’. Peter Koole calls
this “his entrance”. His work has an immediate appeal, a clear image that grabs your attention, a certain
simplicity as well as a sense of humour. Once the
viewer is drawn into the painting, it nevertheless turns
out to be infinitely complex. Koole aims to keep the
viewer immersed in his work – to guide him through
this maze of his own design.
Peter Koole,
United in loss,
2010-2011
(right side of
diptych)

The socially engaged artist Peter Koole is a volunteer
at Rotterdam’s Pauluskerk, which offers shelter to
the homeless and asylum seekers. He could have
easily proclaimed this social involvement of his an art
project. Indeed, he could even have limited his artistic
practice to this volunteer work.
But the artist Peter Koole is a painter. And his paintings are done in a realist style. Photorealist, to be
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Koole’s painting see caption shows a picture that has
been rotated 90 degrees. To understand this work –
about ‘Mladic & K’ – it’s important to know that each
dot in the grid of the original photograph was copied
by hand. The white lines that cut through the image
are artefacts of the different enlargement stages, and
have been retained in the final result as elements of
chance. When we read the caption, it turns out the fictional photographer has a stammer – which severely
impacts how well we can follow his explanation.
One fragment that does come out fluently enough is
the statement (in Dutch): “...opsluiten van mensen
is verachterlijk humaan verlies en dient afgeschaft.”
(“…locking up people is a despicable loss of humanity
and needs to be abolished.”). Let there be no mistake.
Through this approach, Koole manages to alternate
sharply-honed clarity with a sense of confusion that
seems almost poetic. And the artist is equally attentive
to both aspects.

visual terms. And a strange puzzle. The superimposed
film obscures our view of the painting. And we can no
longer make out what’s shown on the film due to the
painting underneath. The combined effect is intoxicating – I’ve never seen anything like it.

Another way to counteract simplicity is to use film.
Take the wonderful work Service (2014) for example.
It shows a picture of an ambulance – once again
painted with extreme precision. We can read ‘Dienst
Terugkeer en Vertrek’ (‘Repatriation and Departure
Service’) and ‘Detention Centre Rotterdam’. But this
painting, which to a large extent appears complete
and finished in its own right, is the subject of a film
clip. The clip shows a wave of refugees storming one
of the Spanish enclaves in North Morocco by climbing
over the huge fence. In addition to the obvious substantive associations between the work’s two different
layers, this also creates a tremendous spectacle in

This is the fate of the engaged artist, from the
nineteenth-century writer Multatuli to Koole. Their
ultimate objective is not to make the world a better
place, but to create a good work of art. The misery
around on the one hand and the painting on the
other are like positive and negative terminals, with
energy sparking between the two. The artist himself is
charged with energy – a current that he generates. The
air is alive with images, words, noise and light.
The viewer can decide for himself what to do.
If need be, he can even decide to make the world a
better place.

Does Peter Koole want to make the world a better
place? Is he an idealist? Or can he only live and work
in a deeply unjust world? Because if he were ever to
achieve this goal of a better world, his own task would
end in the process, leaving his life without purpose –
regardless of how much good comes out of it.
Seeing it this way, you could call Peter Koole’s work a
rose on a dung heap. And this imperfect world offers
the most perfect of soils. In this sense Koole loves
injustice. It’s his world. If this is actually the case,
does it make his work insincere? Why would it? He
continues to cry out, even when he’s only a voice in
the wilderness.
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see caption, 13.04.2008

Peter Koole,
see caption,
13.04.2008
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Mladic & K. Photographer needs to explain: some
think… to arrest… Mladic & K.… it could help to
justify… but… now that they are a valued living
dead couple. in a dump. and. we… we benefit… by
stillness… not the justification. but. the status quo…
so… the better is… two generations. and. not justify…
after two gone… so… the the hague… the tribunal.
shut… it shuts… shut down… please shut… shut.
please shut up. like a notorious lame dutch judge off
the record, wrote: “…locking people up is a despicable
loss of humanity and should be abolished.”
(Photo Hera)

HAIL THE SICK!, 2008

Peter Koole,
HAIL THE SICK!,
2008

Being: “Hail the Sick†!!!” Choir: “Where…who…
what…? There: censors†, those: pragmatics†,
that: burning bush fire†. Goddamned swearers†.”
Blasphemer: “lord† had and was a big dick and it
stretched out, by far the longest lout…” Soldier: “that
war was sex…dirty rotten sex…fuck it…” Historian:
“which war, what do you mean ‘was’?, beware, always
‘is’ and ‘will be’.” Christian soldier: “those dirty
murders were rotten sex murders…fuck it…those
rapes and those cut-off balls…fuck it…were horny
and holy…fuck it…” Minister: “and the economic
factors? the vacant houses, the progeny of this one
and the calming consequences of that other hate
crime, the imminent cannon fodder, the flag bearers,
the crowd, the employees?” Temporarily out-of-work
soldier: “fuck that damned blessed holy-sex-warspeaces†.” Linguists: “we count one loan-word, one
contamination and several contradictions; in the
sentence.”
THREE SERBIAS
TWO SERBS
ONE SERVICE
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ten pints! IN ZAGREB, 2007-2008
DUTCH PISSED UP MARKET OMG & PLC LTD
where is Daddy? ten pints! where is granddad? where is bro? where are
uncles? where is Daddy? ten pints! where is Daddy? ten pints! where is
Daddy? ten pints! where is Daddy? ten pints! where is Daddy? ten pints!
where is the roll of film? the lieutenant’s roll? with the m.i.c.? with the
military intelligence corps? is Daddy on the roll? ten pints! is Daddy lying
on the roll? ten pints! and granddad and bro and uncles? and Daddy? ten
pints! is Daddy lying on the roll with m.i.c.? ten pints! where are the french
and the british and the danish tanks? where is the air support? where
is god’s air support? where is Daddy? ten pints! where is god’s united
nation’s nato’s jaap the bragger? where is dutchbat? where is srebrenica?
what is “karre mans”? where is zagreb? who is the “piano player”? and
there were
POUND LAND
In Sarajevo children ridicule a picture of Japanese diplomat Yasushi
Akashi, the special UN envoy in former Yugoslavia. Akashi is not very
popular among muslims in Bosnia, especially because of his frequent
refusal to give his approval to requests for air attacks on Serbian positions
in places such as Goražde and Tuzla. The Bosnian government has not yet
commented on its decision to no longer cooperate with Akashi. (Photo
Reuter)
many images and there are lots of words for this PRINCE PINT X IN ZAGREB
and there are black spots on the pictures and that’s alright and there is a
conga line or something or other and Prince Pint X is up front, or the 3rd
or 4th or something or other and that’s alright, where is Daddy? ten pints!,
and that’s just walking there, as long as Piss Pint is wet or something or
other, now manages the water here and that’s alright, but all the others
who were there now have the night, where is Daddy? ten pints!, and mares
and can go hang and a guilt and trip and was used, where is Daddy? ten
pints!, and now is used again, for the memorials there or something or
other and Prince Pint X is not there now!
SVP a black orange where is Daddy? ten pints! orange black PLEASE
DUTCH PISSED UP MARKET OMG & PLC LTD
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Justice, Uncompressed
by Jason File
A trial at the International Criminal Tribunal for the
former Yugoslavia (ICTY) resembles the process of
digital image compression called “lossy” compression. When a digital photograph, or digital video is
made in its highest-quality format (called RAW for
photographs, for example), it captures an enormous
amount of information - much more detail than
the human eye can discern without magnification.
Occupying much storage space when saved, and hogging bandwidth when sent, these formats are costly to
keep and unwieldy to use. Unless these images will be
printed on a huge scale or shown on a cinema screen,
they are usually “compressed” into one of the formats
with which many readers will be familiar, such as
the JPEG for still images or the MP4 for video. Digital
cameras will do this for you, often without asking for
your permission.

Jason File, The
End, detail
(from The Hole
Truth series),
2015
Courtesy the
Zabludowicz
Collection,
London

Computers (and cameras) use programmed algorithms to determine what information is important to
keep and what can be thrown away (hence, “lossy” for
the data that is lost) during the process of compression, with the goal of generating an image that uses
far less data without affecting its readability from a
distance. It is only when you magnify the image and
focus on a small slice that you will see the compressed
image break down into blocky pixels earlier than the
uncompressed image.
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In its laws, rules, procedures, technology and practical resource constraints, an international criminal
tribunal has its own compression algorithm. Under
a tent, the physical remains of a victim excavated
from a mass grave are converted into words and images on paper through the mediating influence of an
investigator drafting a report. The report becomes a
proxy for the real thing, the smell of the location, the
dirt, the feel of a bone which itself stands in for the
personal experience of the victim himself, now irretrievably lost. Much raw information and experience
is removed in order to distill the facts that are relevant
for the purpose of the investigation. The report is
uploaded into a digital database alongside many
other pieces of documentary evidence—compression
within compression. Analyzing a large trove of this
evidence, prosecutors must choose which events to

The universe is full of an infinite amount of information, as is our world within it, and we are always,
always making a selection. So what happens when we
change the algorithm? In this case, what happens when
we take the materials, procedures and context of an
international criminal tribunal from the inside, and we
consciously choose to look at them with the selection
criteria of an artist instead of a lawyer?

raise in court, and which witnesses and documents
to use to prove responsibility, due to the time- and
resource-impossibility of presenting every set of facts,
every document, every witness. When a final judgement arrives, even as it may span many hundreds or
even thousands of pages, the account of a particular
massacre in a village may have been reduced to a
few paragraphs containing the most relevant details
proven in court, when viewed according to a given
legal standard.

Such a perspective-shift may enable some of these
materials to transcend their original purpose as tools
to bring us closer to accessing a singular objectivity in
the context of truth-seeking trial machinery, and open
up their potential for multiple, layered meanings and
potentially broader cultural significance. The works on
show in this exhibition hopefully serve to illustrate just
a fraction of this potential. Take The Earth and the Stars
drawings, for example. When investigators discovered
remains of victims in mass grave sites, they created autopsy reports that detailed their findings regarding the
cause of death and the condition of each set of remains.
It was relevant to the investigation to preserve information related to the position of each body where it was
recovered, along with other clues such as whether they
had been blindfolded, bound at the wrists, etc. In order
to document this information clearly, in addition to
written descriptions for each report, the investigators
were required to draw a pencil sketch showing the
position and orientation of the body as it was originally
found. This was preferable to photography due to the
difficulty in distinguishing the remains of one body
from another, and from natural material in the ground,
using a photograph. Instead, the time spent by an
investigator examining the scene from different angles
made it possible to use their expert judgment to create

To be clear, this is not a critique of the ICTY’s ability
to arrive at judgements that inspire confidence in
their outcome or process. Rather, it is an observation
that every such process involves discarding information according to a given set of criteria due to the
incessant march of time. This is not unique to the
ICTY. Every court does this. Indeed, every human
does this. As I sit here typing these words, and you are
there reading these words, both of our attentions are
more or less occupied. We may dismiss vast quantities
of data from our peripheral vision or surroundings—
the empty cup still sitting on the desk, the feel of our
clothes on us, that person continuing to read over
there—that would otherwise overwhelm us, unless
we deem the sensory input sufficiently important to
distract us from what we are doing. We necessarily,
and intuitively, compress our own experience.
One could go so far as to say that the only thing that
differs across fields of human endeavor is the algorithm—the criteria that determine what gets kept and
what gets thrown away. Part of training ourselves to
have an open mind may involve recognizing the compression algorithms we all use, sometimes arbitrarily.
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an accurate drawing of one set of remains that was far
clearer at a glance.
Thousands of these documents exist, each one a
small brick in the massive foundation of proof of
atrocities, precisely the type of evidence that may
be “compressed” into a single footnote in a judgment. As an artist, however, I found these drawings
individually to be highly compelling. They assign rare,
testimonial properties to drawing. Here, finally, I had
found evidence in defense of the human eye and hand
against their supposedly all-seeing mechanical counterpart. Yet they differ according to the investigator in
fascinating, personal ways. Islands of imagery in a sea
of textual documentation, they are also - of course heartbreaking in what they permit us to imagine.
I saw potential for these drawings to speak again in
a new way, perhaps to be revived. Allowing them
to match the scale of that which they were describing might help us to remember that they reflect an
iconic trace of the form occupied by one, specific
soul formerly walking the earth with us, made of the
same material as us, as the drawing, as the earth, as
the stars.
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The Hole Truth, 2015
Series of 12 original works titled:
The End - Next Time - Wild Metal - Code Map - Fix Facts - Stop Vague Day - Empty Mark - The Void - Uncharted Territory White Noise - Dead Radio
At the center of each of the twelve A4-sized works in The Hole Truth
series lies a single piece of circular paper hole-punch waste generated
by the hole-punching function of printers at the ICTY used to create ring
binders of evidence presented at trial. Each work therefore corresponds
with a specific piece of paper in an evidence or document binder at the
Tribunal. After noticing that one punched hole had randomly isolated
the words “the end”, the artist, with assistants, combed through thousands of additional pieces of hole-punch waste to identify and preserve
additional examples of text or images extracted by this process.
Each work includes heavy canvas placed under tension in a way that
not only engages with the history of painting, but also may suggest the
locations where physical evidence uncovered at investigation sites was
transformed into documentary evidence in reports. Some of the first
excavations of mass graves in Bosnia & Herzegovina took place under
circus tents, which were the only means available at the time to shield
the sites from bad weather. The placement of raised areas under the canvas and the paper circle correspond to incident locations or mass grave
sites as indicated on maps used at the ICTY.

Jason File, The End, (from the The Hole Truth series), 2015
Courtesy the Zabludowicz Collection, London
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Erasing a Classified Military Document, 2013
This video (duration 1 min. 39 sec.) documents a
performance by the artist using an industrial shredding machine to destroy the material form of an
institutional military secret. Termed by the artist as
a “readymade performance,” this work employs and
repurposes a real and consequential event, mining
it for aesthetic and critical content. The title of the
work connects it to a history of artists who have used
destruction as a creative gesture, including Robert
Rauschenberg’s Erased De Kooning Drawing (1953).

Jason File, Erasing a Classified Military Document, 2013, video stills
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The Earth and the Stars, 2015

Jason File, The
Earth and the
Stars, 2015

Each image in this series of wall drawings is a
life-sized enlargement of a forensic investigator’s
drawing from an ICTY autopsy report pertaining to
the recovery in situ of an individual’s remains from
a massgrave site in the former Yugoslavia. The title
of the series is inspired by the proverb, possibly of
Serbian origin: “Be humble for you are made of earth.
Be noble for you are made of stars.”

Colofon
A Crushed Image
(20 years after Srebrenica)
Texts: Olphaert den Otter, Arno
van Roosmalen, Jason File, Peter
Koole
Translations: Willem Kramer
(text Olphaert den Otter), Willem
Groenewegen (texts in paintings
Peter Koole), Stroom Den Haag
Photography: Peter Hilz (work
Peter Koole), Jason File
Basic guide design: Thonik
Stroom Den Haag would like to
thank the artists Jason File and
Peter Koole for their generous
commitment in the realization of
this exhibition, Olphaert den Otter
for his razorsharp text on Peter
Koole, and Zabludowicz Collection
in London for lending us The Hole
Truth series by Jason File.
The exhibition is made possible in
part by The City of The Hague.
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This exhibition is
part of the Stroom
program See You in
The Hague (20132016), a multifaceted
narrative about the ambitions and
reality of The Hague as International City of Peace and Justice.
www.seeyouinthehague.nl
www.stroom.nl
http://peterkoole.com
http://jasonfile.com

DISCLAIMER: Artwork, text
or any other expression by
Jason File in relation to this art
exhibition is made strictly in his
personal capacity as an artist. It
is not endorsed by, and does not
necessarily reflect the views of, the
United Nations, the ICTY or the
Office of the Prosecutor.
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